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Turbulence in toroidal plasmas forms meso-scale 
structures, such as a zonal flow and streamer, and it is 
important to clarify the role of the turbulence structures on 
anomalous transport 1). High resolution measurements of 
fluctuations have been carried out in experimental devices 
to make quantitative estimation of turbulent transport. 
Numerical simulations can give three-dimensional turbulent 
fields, which represent fundamental phenomena in plasmas, 
so the simulation data are suitable as a test field to carry out 
detailed analyses for comparison with experimental results. 
We have been developing a turbulence diagnostic simulator 
(TDS), which is the combination of fluid turbulence codes 
and numerical diagnostic modules to simulate experimental 
measurements of plasma turbulence 2). In this year, 
evaluations of the structural formation and turbulent 
transport were carried out using the simulation code for the 
helical, tokamak and cylindrical configuration.  
For the analysis in a helical plasma, drift-interchange 
modes are analyzed, using a reduced MHD model 3). To 
clarify the transport dynamics, response to active control 
with additional modulation are studied. A pressure source 
forms the profile peaked at the center and global 
simulations give long time series of three-dimensional 
turbulent fields. In the nonlinear saturated state, modes 
spreading broadly in the radial direction and localized near 
their rational surfaces are both excited. There is an 
experimental observation of global structures that spreads 
broadly in torus plasmas 4), which is one of the candidates to 
cause immediate transfer to separated positions. Owing to 
overlapping by the spreading modes, mutual couplings with 
several modes are possible. Pressure source modulation is 
applied on the nonlinear saturated state. Characteristic 
response to the modulation is extracted by the conditional 
averaging. It is found that fluctuations in wide range of 
frequency and heat fluxes show the immediate response at 
different radii. The response time is determined by the 
characteristic time of the turbulence, which is much shorter 
than that of the diffusion time. Nonlinear energy transfer 
rate is evaluated to show multiple interactions of excited 
modes in the case with radially-spread modes 3). The 
dynamics of their radial profiles reveal the mechanism of 
propagation to separated radial locations. In this way, 
turbulence analyses using simulation data can give the 
insight for the physical mechanism in plasmas. 
For the analysis in a cylindrical plasma, the resistive 
drift wave turbulence is analyzed with the extended 
Hasegawa-Wakatani model 5). The selection rule of 
formation of several turbulent states, as the zonal flow, 
streamer, flute structure and solitary vortex, has been 
studied 6). The streamers are characterized to be formed by 
nonlinear processes, and localized in the poloidal direction 
and elongated in the radial direction. In this case, linearly 
unstable drift waves show the coherent peaks in the 
spectrum. The instantaneous frequency is evaluated to 
identify the role of the modes. Dominant drift waves are 
coherent, and have frequency with small variances. They 
propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction. The 
mediator mode has small but finite frequencies, which 
satisfies the frequency matching condition with the unstable 
drift waves. The deviation of the frequency matching is 
shown in Fig. 1. The frequency of the mediator satisfies the 
frequency matching, when the streamer is formed. In the 
smaller collision frequency cases, the frequency matching is 
broken, where the zonal flow and the flute type structure 
dominate the system, and the streamer does not exist. In this 
way, the frequency matching of the mediator with the drift 
waves characterizes the streamer state. Dynamical response 
of the streamer near a critical condition where the streamer 
disappears is investigated. The gradual change of the global 
control parameter is given to the plasma. When the control 
parameter approaches the critical condition, the phase 
mismatch between the drift waves (which form the 
streamer) and the mediator mode increases abruptly, finally 
loosing the nonlinear matching condition. The eigenmode is 
also modified after the transition from streamer to the other 
state occurs. The phase relation is much sensitive compared 
to the change of amplitude, and could be observed even by a 
one-point measurement.  
The development of a new code for the 
trapped-ion-mode, which is driven by resonance with the 
precession motion of trapped ions, has been also carried out 
to study kinetic nonlinearities and phase-space structures in 
toroidal plasmas. The conservation properties and 
parallelization performances of the code were checked, and 
the linear growthrate is verified against theory. 
Fig.1: Dependency of the frequency matching in three-wave 
coupling on the collision frequency. This value is zero, 
when the frequency matching is satisfied. 
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Turbulent transport caused by electron tempera-
ture gradient (ETG) modes was investigated by means
of gyrokinetic simulations. It was found that the ETG
turbulence can be regulated by meso-scale zonal ﬂows
driven by trapped electron modes (TEMs) which are ex-
cited with much smaller growth rates than those of ETG
modes. The zonal ﬂows of which radial wavelengths are
in between the ion and electron banana widths are not
shielded by trapped ions nor electrons, and hence they
are eﬀectively driven by the TEMs. It was also shown
that an E × B shearing rate of the TEM-driven zonal
ﬂows is larger than or comparable to the growth rates
of long-wavelength ETG modes and TEMs which make
a main contribution to the turbulent transport before
excitation of the zonal ﬂows. 1).
To clarify the eﬀect of TEMs on ETG turbulence,
we performed gyrokinetic simulations employing the adi-
abatic and kinetic ion models. The adiabatic ion model
gives the pure ETG turbulence, whereas the kinetic ion
model produces the ETG-TEM turbulence. Simulation
results from the kinetic and adiabatic ion models would
reﬂect the eﬀects of trapped electron modes.
Figure 1 shows time-histories of the energy ﬂux
obtained by the adiabatic and kinetic ion models.
The initial increase in the energy transport caused by
the linear growth of ETG modes is almost the same
for the two cases as well as their saturation levels[
Qe ∼ 40vteTe (ρte/Ln)2
]
until t = 900 (Ln/vte). After
t = 1050 (Ln/vte), one ﬁnds a signiﬁcant drop in the en-
ergy transport in the kinetic ion case, where the energy
ﬂux is reduced to
[
Qe ∼ 10vteTe (ρte/Ln)2
]
which is a
quarter of the early saturation level. In contrast, the
transport level in the adiabatic ion case remains high[
Qe ∼ 30vteTe (ρte/Ln)2
]
during the whole simulation
time, although the transport level slowly decrease with
time due to the weak zonal ﬂow generation. However, the
transport reduction in the adiabatic ion case is quite lim-
ited compared to the kinetic ion case. The lower trans-
port level in the kinetic ion case can be explained by the
stronger zonal ﬂow generation after t = 1050 (Ln/vte) as
shown in Fig. 2.
Through the analysis of mode structure of the elec-
trostatic potential, it turns out that the strong zonal
ﬂow in the kinetic ion case is driven by the TEM whose
growth rate is much smaller than a typical ETG mode.
Then, the zonal ﬂow driven by TEM regulates long-
wavelength ETG modes in addition to TEMs, leading
to the reduction of the electron energy transport (Fig.
1). By contrast, in the adiabatic ion case, the linearly
stable TEM dose not grow and thus zonal ﬂows are not
strongly produced. As a consequence, the transport level
in the adiabatic ion case remains high compared to the
kinetic ion case.
It also turned out that the E×B shearing rate of the
TEM-driven zonal ﬂow is comparable with the growth
rates of long-wavelength ETG modes and TEMs which
are responsible for the electron energy transport in the
nonlinear simulations. These estimations are consistent
with the nonlinear simulations, wherein the TEM-driven
zonal ﬂows regulate the long-wavelength ETG and TEM




























Fig. 1: The time evolution of electron energy ﬂux, es-
timated by adiabatic ion model (blue dashed line) and
























Fig. 2: The time evolution of the zonal ﬂow amplitude,
estimated by adiabatic ion model (blue dashed line) and
kinetic ion model (red line)
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